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WHITE BELT
MANUAL
What are the white belt requirements?
ATTITUDE
Arrives to class early enough to prepare themselves and dog for
class
Helps set up class (if needed)
Has good regular attendance
Learns and follow safety rules
Completes Homework each week and brings in handbook
Keeps dog clean and up to date on health requirments
Begins to learn and apply proper handling and greeting
Attempts to make-up for any absence by spending extra time on
homework
Remains after class to close up (if needed)

KNOWLEDGE
Knows their dog's favorite treat, toy, and place to be petted

SKILLS
Has completed the Starter Obedience Pack
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STARTER
OBEDIENCE PACK
Attention To NameTreats open palm next to dog's head (Indoors)
SitSits on first attempt with Lure
StandStands on first attempt with Lure
DownDowns on first attempt with Lure
Sit For GreetingSits at side with Lure while guardian shakes stranger's hand
Collar GrabDog will allow owner to reach for the collar
TouchDog will Touch nose to owners hand when prompted
Value for BedDog will hop on the bed and stay on there for 30 seconds
Pet then TreatOwner is able to pet their dog and then give them a treat

